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Abstract-Using Reich’s [l] definition of the measnre of noncompactness for locally convex spaces, 
we extend a recent result of Mehta [2], on the existence of maximal elements for nonordered preferences 
defined on a noncompact set, from Banach spaces to a larger class of locally convex spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the main results of equilibrium theory is the existence of maximal elements with respect to 
an irreflexive preference map with convex values, open lower sections, defined on a compact convex 
set h’ in Rm and with values in the power set of li (see, for example, [3, Chapter 7). This result 
was extended to arbitrary Hausdorff topological vector spaces by Toussaint [4]. Very recently, 
in an interesting paper, Mehta [2], partially extended the work of Toussaint [4] by removing 
the compactness hypothesis on the set Ii’ and by assuming that the preference multifunction 
is condensing for the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness in a Banach space. However, 
Mehta [2] left open the question of the extension of his result, to Hausdorff topological vector 
spaces, mentioning that such an extension will be interesting to people working in equilibrium 
theory (see [2, remark 2, p. 70). Such a result will also extend the work of Toussaint [4]. 
The purpose of this note is to provide such an extension to Hausdorff, locally convex spaces 
with the convex compactness property (abbreviated c.c.P.). We do this by using Reich’s notion 
of a measure of noncompactness (see [l]). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a locally convex space having the “convex compactness property” (c.c.P.). Recall 
that a locally convex space X has the “convex compactness property,” if for each compact set 
K c X, the absolutely convex closure I<s of I< is also compact (see [5, p. 1341). By Mazur’s 
theorem, a Banach space with the strong topology, has the c.c.p. Also from the Krein-Smulian 
theorem, we know that a Banacb space with the weak topology has the c.c.p. too. Furthermore, 
any boundedly complete locally convex space has the c.c.p. (see [5, example 10, p. 134). Let B 
be a complete base of neighborhoods of the origin in X, consisting of closed, convex sets. Let A 
be a bounded subset of X and define 
n(A) = {V E f? : there exists a relatively compact set K s.t. A C K + U} . 
In fact, in his original definition, Reich [l] had Ii to be totally bounded. But recall that every 
totally bounded set is relatively compact (see, for example, [5, p. 831). So we can take h’ to 
be relatively compact. The subset v(A) of B is called the “measure of noncompactness of the 
bounded set A E X.” Clearly, n(e) is monotone in the following sense: “If A, B c X are bounded 
sets in X and A C B, then q(A) 2 v(B).” W e 
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PROPO8lTION 2.1. IfA, B are bounded subsets ofX, then 
(i) v(A) = B if and only if A is relatively compact, 
(ii) V(A) = V(T), 
(iii) q(A) = r@ZiVA), and 
(iv) v(A U B) = q(A) I-I r](B). 
PROOF. 
(i) Clearly, if A is relatively compact, then q(A) = f?. C onversely, let W be a neighborhood 
of the origin. Since X is locally convex and B is a local base of neighborhoods of the 
origin, we can find U E f3 s.t. U + U C W. Since by the hypothesis q(A) = B, we can find 
K a relatively compact subset of X s.t. A c Ii’ + U. But K, being relatively compact, is 
totally bounded, and so we can find a finite set F c X s.t. K c F + U. Then we have 
A E K +U G F +U +U c F + W. Since W was arbitrary, we conclude that A is relatively 
compact. 
(ii) Clearly, from the monotonicity property of Q( .j, we have v(A) > ~(2). Now let U E v(A). 
Then by definition, we can find K CX relatively compact s.t. A CJiT + U. Observe that 
since w is compact and U is closed, K + U is compact and so 3 c K + U + U E q(x) =k 
q(A) = V(X). 
(iii) As above, from the monotonicity property of q(.), we have q(A) > q(convA). Let U c 
q(A). Then by definition, there exists K relatively compact s.t. A c K + U. Since U is 
convex, conv K + U is convex. So convA E convK + U. But recall that X has the c.c.p. 
Hence, COnVK is compact (i.e., conv K is relatively compact), and so U E v(convA) = 
q(GiiVA) (see (ii)) + q(A) = r,@ii~A). 
(iv) Because A, B C AU B, we have q(A), v(B) > q(A U B) a v(A) fl q(B) > q(A U B). Next, 
let U E v(A) n q(B). Th en by definition, we can find relatively compact sets KA, KB 
s.t. AC_KA+U~~~BC_KB+U+AUBC(KA+KB)+U+UE~(AUB)+ 
V(A) n V(B) = rl(A IJ B). I 
The next proposition will produce for us a compact set, in which we will look for maximal 
elements. Our proof is analogous to that of [6, Theorem 3.3, p. 1271, which considered condensing 
maps in a Banach space (see also [2, lemma, p. 701). Recall that P : X -+ 2x is said to be q- 
condensing if and only if for every A C X nonempty, bounded and not relatively compact, 
rl(P(A)) 3 V(A). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If E c X is a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex, and P : E -+ 2E is an 
q-condensing multifunction, then there exists K c E nonempty, compact, convex s.t. P(K) E K. 
PROOF. Let z E E and let S be the family of all closed, convex subsets D of E s.t. z E D 
and P(D) C D. Clearly, E E S, and so S is nonempty. Let K = n,,, D. Then K is 
closed and convex, and 2 E K. Also, for all D E S, we have P(K) c P(D) C D =+ P(K) C 
nDEs D + P(K) C_ K z+ K E S. It remains to show that K is compact in X. Suppose 
not. Then, because by hypothesis P(a) is q-condensing, we have v(K) 5 q(P(K)). Let D1 = 
55iiV[{z} u P(K)]. s ince K is closed and convex, x E K, and P(K) C K, we deduce that 
D1 C_ K a P(G) C P(K) c D1 + D1 E S * D1 = K. Then, using Proposition 2.1, we 
have ~(01) = Q[- conv({x} UP(K))] = q(P(K)) 3 q(T ) i as a contradiction. So K is compact, as 
claimed by the proposition. I 
3. EXISTENCE OF MAXIMAL ELEMENTS 
As in Section 2, let X be a locally convex space having the convex compactness property 
(c.c.p.). Let A be a nonempty subset of X. Each binary relation R on A gives rise to a multi- 
function P : A + 2A, defined by P(x) = {y E A : (z,y) E R}. The binary relation R can be 
interpreted as a preference relation on the set A of alternatives, and in this case, P(.) is called 
a “preference multifunction.” So P(x) may be interpreted as the set of objects in A that are 
“better” than I. Hence, it is natural to say that x E A is maximal for the preference multi- 
function P(.) ‘f 1 and only if P(x) = 0. Such points are very important in equilibrium theory 
and, in particular, in economies where the consumer preferences are not representable by utility 
functions (see [3]). 
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The next result establishes the existence of maximal elements for a class of preference multi- 
functions in X and it extends the corresponding theorem of [2]. 
THEOREM 3.1. If E G X is nonempty, bounded, closed and convex, and P : E - 2E is a 
multifunction s. t. 
(1) for each 2 E E, I 4 conv P(z), 
(2) for each I E E s.t. P(z) # 0, there exists y E E s.t. z E int P-‘(y) (here, P-‘(y) = {z E 
E : Y E P(z))), 
(3) P( .) is q-condensing, 
then P(e) has a maximal element on E (i.e., there exists f E E s.t. P(S) = 0). 
PROOF. Suppose not. Then for every z E E, P(z) # 0. Invoking Proposition 2.2, we can 
find Ii’ 2 E nonempty, compact and convex s.t. P(K) E K. Set H(z) = conv P(z). Then 
from Hypothesis (1), we have z 4 H(z). Also, for every t E K, H(z) # 0. We will show 
that for each 2 E K, there exists y E K s.t. z E int N-‘(y), where the interior is taken in 
the relative topology on K. Since P(z) # 0, from Hypothesis (2), we know that we can find 
y E E s.t z E int P-‘(y) E int H-‘(y), the interior taken in E. So y E H(t) c K. Also, we can 
find V a nonempty, open set in E s.t. 2 E V E H-l(y). Then P = V f~ K is open in K and 
z E c = V tl K E H”(y) n Ii =s- t is in the relative interior of H-‘(y) in K. Therefore, we can 
apply Theorem 4 of Mehta-Tarafdar [7] and conclude that there exists f E K s.t. H(f) = 0 as a 
contradiction. I 
REMARK. In economic terms, the q-condensing hypothesis means that because of “diminishing 
returns,” the size of the upper contour set P(A) is smaller than that of A, for any nonempty, 
noncompact subset A of the commodity space X. 
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